Looking after the environment with R600a

Water chilling with zero environmental impact

Being environmentally friendly is a key concern for companies. “Doing the right thing” now means businesses can see clear advantages of green technology in the workplace.

Refrigerants can have a big environmental impact, but R600a is an environmentally friendly refrigerant gas proven to have zero ODP (Ozone Depletion Potential) plus excellent thermodynamic (cooling) performance. Waterlogic products now use R600a refrigerant gas for cooling in water dispensers because we believe it provides an excellent combination of cooling, energy efficiency and zero environmental damage.

Thinking green

R600a gas is a naturally occurring refrigerant gas with low GWP (Global Warming Potential) and zero ODP which helps reduce the carbon footprint of your company. It is also known as CARE® 10. Thinking green is key at Waterlogic and the move to R600a is another way we can add value for all of our customers.
**R600a for all**

**WL2 FW** is the ideal office water cooler when space is at a premium. This compact unit uses proven Firewall™ technology and high grade filtration for cleaner, fresher point-of-use water and has R600a green credentials.

**WL3 FW** is designed to combine a sparkling water option, stylish appearance, R600a refrigerant, high performance filtration and Firewall™ purification, to meet the needs of a medium sized workplace.

**WL4 FW** is a R600a, high capacity, Firewall™ machine which adds the safety features: leak detection, thermal overload lockout, drip tray overflow alarm, and an eco-friendly energy saving sleep mode.
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**Switch to R600a now**

Benefits of using a Waterlogic water dispenser with R600a:

- Proactively reduces carbon footprint
- Improved energy efficiency due to excellent thermodynamic performance
- Fully EU compliant (Regulation (EU) No. 517/2014)
- Ahead of EU ban on R134a import in force by 2020

"Waterlogic strives to provide customers with leading-edge technology and far reaching benefits while protecting the environment. We are committed to doing the right thing, with the responsible use of natural resources, continual development of clean technologies and the replacement of harmful substances with eco-friendly alternatives. We are proud to use R600a in our water dispensers as an environmentally friendly refrigeration solution."

Jeremy Ben-David, Waterlogic Founder and Group CEO
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**Call us now. Be greener today**

UK  + 44 (0) 333 323 2307  
www.waterlogic.co.uk  
enquiries@waterlogic.co.uk  

Ireland  +353 1 466 0133  
www.waterlogic.ie  
info@waterlogic.ie  

USA & Canada  +1 402 905 2001  
www.waterlogicusa.com  
customerservice@waterlogicusa.com  

Rest of the World  +353 1 293 1960  
www.waterlogic.com  
exportsales@waterlogic.com  

For more information, visit [www.waterlogic.com](http://www.waterlogic.com)